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INTRODUCTION 

1. Urgency of the subject  

 “Then” Ritual is an outstanding intangible cultural heritage of Tay 

people. For a long time, “Then” ritual has become a special religious culture 

of Tay people in the North of Vietnam.  “Then” Ritual is usually performed by 

Tay magicians in worship rituals of families to ask for good health, bumper 

crops and good fortune, especially at the “Lau Then” festival of “Then” 

magicians such as  maturity rituals, promotion ritual and resignation. “Then” 

ritual is a harmonious combination of many factors, from time, space, 

interaction among participants to other art component such as music, dance, 

fine art, etc. in a environment of spirituality. Joining in this event, participants 

may get ideas and contents of the ritual by both hearing and sight. Music and 

words in “Then” play an important role in transmitting content and purpose of 

the ritual while actions in dances clarify content of the ritual, creating the 

unique characteristic of “Then” ritual. These factors are means helping 

participants to express their feelings, entertain and communicate with the 

community.  

Bac Son is a mountainous district in Lang Son Province, concurrently 

a cradle preverving religious cultures of Tay people in Lang Son. These 

religious cultures are expressed through ritual form, attention of art 

factors and strong impacts to Tay’s culture caused by the Kinh’s culture 

in this locality. “Then” ritual in the mind of Tay people has been given 

prominence and desired to preserve by Tay people. Therefore, the study on 

“Then” ritual of Tay people in Bac Son District is an urgent task to clarify 

fetures of “Then”, contributing a part in cultural exchanges of communities, 

especially the cultural exchanges between Kinh and Tay people in Bac Son 

generally and Tay people in Lang Son particularly. With above meaning, I 

decided to conduct a study subjected to “ Performing arts in “Then” ritual of 

Tay people in Bac Son District, Lang Son Province” to clarify art values of this 
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form of art, contributing to preservation and promotion of “Then” ritual in 

current context.  

2. Objectives and tasks of the study  

2.1. Objectives of the study  

The study clarifies features of “Then” ritual of Tay people living in 

Bac Son District, Lang Son Province; thereby finds out changes of “Then” 

ritual in the context of national culture performance. After finishig, the 

study also contibutes to effective preservation and promotion of values of 

this religious culture.  

2.2. Tasks of the study 

- The thesis shall survey constituents of “Then” ritual of Tay people living 

in Bac Son District, Lang Son Province.  

- The thesis shall clarify basic features of Then” ritual of Tay people 

living in Bac Son District, Lang Son Province in the relationship with cultures 

of Tay people living in the North  generally and Lang Son cultural sub-region 

particularly.  

- Based on the study on “Then” ritual of Tay people living in Bac Son 

District, the thesis shall point out changes and give some solutions to preserve 

and promote values of Then” ritual in contemporary life .  

3. Methodology  

To get thesis objectives, we have applied interdisciplinary research related 

to folklore, artistics, religious studies and so on. Methodology apllied in the 

thesis includes fieldwork, observation, in-depth interview, statistics – 

comparison and analysis – synthesis.  

4. Subjects and scope of the study  

4.1. Subjects to the study  

“Then” ritual of Tay people will be investigated based on factors such as 

time, space, scripts, actors, acting way, the combination of art components (fine 

art, music, dance, performing art, etc.) and relationship between actors and 

participants.  
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4.2. Scope of the study  

4.2.1. Space: A survey was conducted in Bac Son District, Lang Son 

Provice through the study called “Then” promotion ritual of Tay people in 

Tan Lap Commune”. This is because great festival is a representative ritual 

bringging unique characteristic and taken place in a traditional process with 

sufficient steps.  

4.2.2. Time: Some ritual occcured since 2010 until now. 

5. Research questions    

+ Which factors constitute “Then” ritual of Tay people in general and 

Tay people in Bac Son in particular?  

+ What are key features of “Then” ritual of Tay people in Bac Son?  

+ Which change and reason affect to changes of “Then” ritual?  

+ Which solution is appreciate with preservation, promotion and 

application of “Then” ritual in contemporary life?    

6. Contributions of the study  

- The study has systematized other public studies and showed “Then”  

promotion ritual of Tay people in Tan Lap Commune, Bac Son District, 

Lang Son Province” in a comprehensive way.  

- The thesis is the first work systematically investigating the 

performing art in “Then” ritual of Tay people in Bac Son District, Lang Son 

Province; concurrently providing a specific documentary to clarify unique 

characteristics in performace of “Then” ritual in Bac Son District, Lang Son 

Province.  

- In the field of culturology, “Then” culture of Tay living in Bac Son 

presented in the Northern cultural space; the combination between art 

constituents  through explanation of meanings in the ritual; the similar and 

difference among cultures of Tay, Nung and Kinh people as a outstanding 

characteristic in “Then” performance of Tay people living in Bac Son, all of 

them contributed a part in reflecting diversification of Vietnamese folk 

religion.  
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- The thesis affirmed values of performing art in “Then” ritual of Tay 

people living in Bac Son District, Lang Son Provice.  

- Findings of this thesis suggested some discussion on roles, meaning, 

changes and revisions of current performance.  

7. Thesis structure  

Excluding Introduction, Conclusion, References and Appendix, the 

thesis consists of four chapters:  

Chapter 1: Overview of study, literature review and general 

information related to subjects and area of the study  

Chapter 2: Constituents of “Then” ritual performance of Tay people in 

Bac Son District, Lang Son Province.  

Chapter 3: Characteristics and value of “Then” performance art of Tay 

people in Bac Son District, Lang Son Province.  

Chapter 4: Changes, exploitation and promotion of “Then” ritual 

values in contemporary life.  
 

Chapter 1 

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY, LITERATURE REVIEW AND 

GENERAL INFORMATION RELATED TO 

SUBJECTS AND AREA OF THE STUDY 

 

1.1. Overview of the study and issues concerned.  

Thanks to its unique characteristics, “Then” has been the most 

concerned subject in studies in comparison to other religious cultures of 

Tay people. Achievements are in various  aspects such as “Then” lyric, arts 

and religion.  

1.1.1. History of collection and study related to “Then Tay” in 

general  

Before 1990: “Then” – a form of general folk performance – gained 

many concerns from authors. Being conducted in a period with collectors, 
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“Then” studies were presented in form of writing in which writing studies 

and art constituents were separate. In the volume “Then” lyric of author 

Duong Kim Boi [9], the volume Some issues related to Then in Northern 

Vietnam [55]; Folk-song and verses in “Then” (Tay and Nung people) [10].  

Since the last 1990s until now: In this period, there has been a shift on 

“Then” studies. “Then” has been recognized in a general way through Then 

performance. Religion has been considered as nature of Then in study 

subjects such as “Then” from the angle of ritual performance; “Then” from 

the angle of ritual description and “Then” performance art with single 

constituents.    

Based on result of previous studies on “Then” ritual and “Then” 

performance art, I decided that subject to this study is performance art . A 

survey of promotion ritual and some major festivals will be carried out to 

determine specific features of Then in Bac Son. A new point is that the 

thesis is towards to application of values in contemporary stages in form of 

dynamic preservation.  

1.1.2. Overall review of the study  

Thanks to contribution of material sources in terms of theory, 

references and academics, the thesis determined key issues as follows:  

 “Then” performance art will be presented with the combination of 

constituents such as time, space, scripts, etc. ad art components such as 

music, dances, literatures, etc.  

Localization in “Then” performance art of Tay people living in Bac So 

will be clarified through the comparison to “Then” of Tay people living in 

other cultures, of Nung people and “Mother goddess” worship in Vietnam.  

Roles, changing orientation and revision on stage in current context 

will be evaluated and studied. Suitable solution for preservation, promotion 

and application of “Then” performance art will be suggested in 

contemporary life.  
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1.2. Literature review 

1.2.1. Terms and definitions  

Some terms found in the thesis: “ Then” – a kind of religious culture 

related to Goddess worship of Tay, Nung and  Thai (White Thai) in 

Vietnam; the clarification of terms “ Performance” and “folk-singing 

performance”; “ Performance art” and “The ritual performance art”; the 

term “ Value”.  

 “Then” may be performed in form of original or variant, sudden 

inspiration or according to scripts with basis constituents such as time, 

space, detailed script, actors (actresses), performance method of art 

components and relationship between actors and audiences.  

1.2.2. Literature review  

On the approach of performance art theory, author  Richard Bauman 

stated his point of view on “Folk-singing performance” [81]: Folk-singing 

performance is planned, arranged and prepared, with restricted on time with 

a definite beginning and closing moment;  restricted on space; occurred in a 

symbolic space with a structured scripts.  

 “Then” performance art of Tay in Bac Son, Lang Son is considered as 

a type of art with combination of key constituents in unique ritual. Thanks 

to this diversity, actors (actresses) and participants may directly join in the 

event, contributing to the comprehension and different feeling: combination 

of functions; The combination is showed by diversity of art forms.  

Based on the theory of regional culture (Prof. Ngo Duc Thinh), the 

postgraduate shall explain the acculturation of “Then” performance art of 

Tay living in Bac Son within conditions of nature, geography and society in 

Bac Son. Thereby, the postgraduate shall answer the question: Whether 

different places in Lang Son cultural sub-region have different 

characteristics of cultural subspace or not?  
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1.3. An overview of Lang Son Province and Tay in Bac Son 

District  

1.3.1 Overview of Lang Son Province  

Overview of Lang Son Province: Lang Son is a mountainous province 

located  in far northern Vietnam, bordering Cao Bang Province, Bac Kan 

Province, Thai Nguyen Province and Quang Ninh Province. Lang Son is a 

region having many changes during establishment process of history. This 

province is also the residence of various minorities such as Nung, Tay, 

Kinh, Yao, Chinese Vietnamese, San Chay, Hmong and so on.  

In term of social organization, almost Tay and Nung people in Lang 

Son live in roadside, riverside and valley villages. They mainly occupation 

is rice planting.  In  addition, an outstanding point of culture in Northern 

Vietnam generally and in Lang Son particularly is the early establishment 

of Tay – Nung intelligentsia.  

1.3.2 Bac Son District and Tay people living in Bac Son District  

Bac Son is a mountainous district located in the West of Lang Son. 

The district have various favorable conditions for trading and cultural 

exchange with other minorities in the region. Cultural exchange between 

Kinh people and Tay people in Bac Son may be considered in terms of 

languages, religious architecture and culture-festivals.   

Traditional culture of Tay people in Bac Son: beside rituals with 

unique characteristics such as “Then” of Tay and Nung people, stilt houses 

and so on, acculturation in current period shown by houses, clothes, cultural 

activities has contributed to the establishment of a cultural exchange space 

between Kinh people and Tay people which is presented through “Then” 

performance art of Tay people.  

1.3.3. Acculturation of Tay people in Bac Son in current period  

Change of house:  Most Tay people in Bac Son have been living in 

brick-wall house of Kinh people; In term of clothes: Tay people began 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vietnam
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wearing shirts and long pairs of trouser; In term of family scale: Fewer 

and fewer families have three generations; In term of culture and art:  

“Luon” is only performed in performance but not daily activities; 

Worship of Genius in villages is neglected and shifted into other type of 

worship.  

In spite of summarization in form, core values of traditional rituals 

have been maintained by Tay people in Bac Son. Tay people still believe in 

gods, ghosts and power of spirit practitioners such as magicians, wizards or 

“Then” Lady. However, this belief now becomes positive but not very 

negative as before. This has contributed a part in preservation of “Then” 

performing art of Tay people, which we are clarifying in the next parts.   

1.4. Overview of “Then” of Tay people in Bac Son 

1.4.1. “Then” of Tay people in Bac Son in the “Then” space of Tay 

and Nung people in Lang Son  

 “Then” of Tay people in Bac Son in the “Then” space of Tay and 

Nung people in Lang Son is one of four outstanding “Then” regions in Lang 

Son Province. Thanks to characteristics of establishment process of Tay 

people in Bac Son, Tay – Kinh cross culture occurred strongly: “Then” is 

performed in combination between Tay language and Vietnamese (Kinh 

language); Sino-Vietnamese characters used in this region is 50% more 

than other “Then” regions in Lang Son.  

1.4.2. Characteristics of “Then” in Bac Son  

Characteristics of “Then” in Bac Son are shown in aspects such as 

occupation, genders and occupation features, clothes, tools and so on.  

In term of performance art: Based on result of the study on “Then” in Bac 

Son through great rituals (such as maturity ritual, promotion ritual), medium 

rituals (such as the ritual held on the 49
th
 day after death of people), small rituals 

(such as misfortune relief, civility return, Buddha thank)  
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Conclusion  

In chapter 1, the thesis has studied on overall status, as well as 

presented “Then” performing art in the combination of constituents such as 

time, space, scripts and combination of art components such as music, 

dances, literature, languages, performance and relationship between 

participants in the festivals. The thesis has applied theories of performing 

art and cultural space approach.  
 

Chapter 2 

CONSTITUENTS OF “THEN” RITUAL PERFORMANCE OF 

TAY PEOPLE IN BAC SON DISTRICT, LANG SON PROVINCE. 
 

To clarify “Then” performance art, we would like to bring an 

introduction of Then promotion ritual - a representative ritual with private 

characteristics which has been carried out according to traditional steps. 

Small and medium rituals in other regions are quite similar.  

2.1. Gathering of art components in “Then” performance art  

2.1.1. Purpose of the organization  

The ritual is held to ask for ghost soldiers. After maturity ritual, 

“Then” practitioner who is invited to perform “Then” many times or has 

experiences in ritual practice or have prestige will be appointed to higher 

position.  

2.1.2. Participants  

Assistants: students of “Then” practitioner, relatives and other 

participants.  

 “Then” participants: Mrs. Luong Thi Dung born in 1960 (called Then 

Nien), allias Huyen Dan – “Dai Luong”; Mrs. Luong Thi Tam born in 1960 

(called Then Cao) – “Tieu Luong”. 

Host: Person to promotion is Then practitioner Hoang Van Luc, born 

in 1991. Then Luc was in maturity in 2011 and promoted in 2013 with alias 

Huyen Hoi.  
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Magician: Nguyen Van Tang, alias Phap Son, born in 1972 in Thanh 

Yen, Vu Lang Commune, Bac Son District, Lang Son Province  

2.1.3. Time and schedule of the ritual  

Promotion ritual lasted 4 daytimes and 3 nights, from November 26 to 

November 29, 2013. The ritual was carried out in a united order, from the 

beginning to the end. The structure of the ritual is as follows:  

The ritual was carried out in a supernatural space with other 

ceremonies. During the ritual, factors such as time, space, order and art 

component such as music, singing, dances, fine art will be performed 

concurrently in a  spirit stage. These factors combined with each other in a 

smooth and methodical way.  

2.1.4. Ritual space and sacrifices  

The house – the main space of the ritual – was decorated according to Then 

viewpoint of the spirit world through decoration art and arranging art. Other 

components creating the unique characteristic of “Then” performance art were: 

decoration in the house, decoration of sacrifices, clothes and properties.  

2.1.5. Art components 

Art components have been considered as key factors creating 

combination in “Then” ritual. Then performance art is a combination of art 

component, including plastic art, words art, musical art, dancing art and 

playing art. All of these factors combine to each other in a methodical way 

to express the diversity and flexibility. When going into trance (len dong), 

“Then” practitioner shall change his/her clothes, appearance, as well as 

gestures and actions to incarnate different characters. In a performance, if 

action – clothes – context of Then practitioner is simple, it is very difficult 

to attract participants in  many hours. Thus, with such action – clothes – 

context, the only purpose of Then practitioner is to show features of the 

character she/ he plays. Art components, especially lyric and music are key 

factors making soul of the Then performance art. Meanwhile, Then 
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practitioner is both a magician and a talented artist who creating the 

attractiveness of the ritual.  

2.2. Promotion ritual – a combination of constituents in Then 

performance art 

2.2.1. The first performance – initial procedures ( daytime and night of 

November 26, 2013)  

Purpose of this performance is to prepare for the ritual, from asking 

ancestors for permission, writing letter to invite gods to witness the cleaning of 

ritual space, helping “Then” soldiers to complete tasks successfully. Sinh say, 

trinh to (informing and inviting ancestors); Writing letter, Cam the, Thao ve, 

Informing; Pay tang (travelling); Thau quang, thau nan (hunting stags and 

deers): Dam tau Da Din (borrowing the stick of poltergeist):  Pjốc pú ké, pú 

cáy (awaking giant gods): Kham hai (crossing the sea): Cho thuong (hailing the 

boatman); Cheo do kham hai (rowing a boat to cross Galaxy river); Khau tu 

Tuong (entering the General gate).  

2.2.2. The second performance – welcoming gods  ( daytime and night 

of November 27, 2013)  

On the second day, “Then” practitioner shall welcome Generals and 

distinguished visitors ( appointed by the Jade Emperor to come to lower 

world to  seal). In this ritual part, performing plays an important role in 

Then performance art. Performing in “then” consists of simulating actions, 

reappearance of visitors, generals and so on. Besides, daily activities are 

also stimulated in a conditioning way, expressing the sympathetic between 

the gods and the human. This factor is showed through a series of rituals : 

Loat lau, Khau tu Tam Bao (entering into Tam Bao gate); Xinh khach 

(inviting guests).  

2.2.3. The third performance – “chinh lau” (daytime and night of 

November 28, 2013) 

In this period, when “Then” soldiers pass through main gates and main 

chapters are performed, all of art components will occur and combine to 

each other in a smooth way, creating a true picture of “Then” performance 
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art. We may consider specific expresses through the Promotion ritual as 

follows: granting headwear and declaring before grave of Ba Thu – 

progenitor of the Host; building Halo bridge, lon tuong kham co, 

welcoming guests; sending sacrifices; inviting guests to “tan dan”; inviting 

politly Tiger General.  

This is the most important performance because it is the combination 

of components such as singing, music, dancing, literature, playing, as well 

as interaction between actor (“Then” practitioner) and participants of the 

ritual. This is presented through the ritual atmosphere, performance and 

excitement of “Then” practitioner thanks to encouragement of participants.  

2.2.4. The forth performance – “man an” (morning of November 29, 

2013) 

 “Then” practitioner will carry out worship for living beings and invite 

soldiers to have a meal. The magician will invite ngu cuong (ghosts 

participating in the festival) and then discharge them out. “Then” 

practitioner invited solider who helping him in the “Then” to have a meal. 

This is considered as the last procedure of the ritual. “Then” practitioner 

will sing to gather soldiers in all directions and gates such as To Su, Tam 

Quan to the “Then” altar.  

After the worship, all votive papers will be burned. At the end of the 

ritual, the host will invited villagers and guests to have a meal. People will have 

a meal with happiness, congratulate the family for ritual completion and 

congratulate the village for having more “Then” practitioner to help people.  

Conclusion  

Applying above mentioned theory, we conducted a study on “Then” 

ritual through an outstanding ritual called Promotion ritual and surveyed it 

in schedule of time and space. Accordingly, “Then” ritual is a folk cultural 

works with full of its combination.  

Based on the result of the study on “Then” performance art in promotion 

ritual, the thesis explained the meanings of art components in that ritual and 
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affirmed the combination in “Then” performance art. “Then” is a harmonious 

combination of cultural factors such as religion, customs, lifestyle, etc. which 

are expressed under the combination of different art forms. These factors are 

combined to each other in a smooth way to create a true picture of “Then” 

performance art. These factors also help “Then” develop from ritual to “Then” 

performance and “Then” general performance art.   

 

Chapter 3 

CHARACTERISTICS AND VALUES OF 

 “THEN” PERFORMANCE ART OF TAY PEOPLE  

IN BAC SON DISTRICT, LANG SON PROVINCE. 

 

3.1. Characteristics of “Then” performance art in Bac Son  

3.1.1. Reflecting common and private characteristics of “Then” 

system of Tay and Nung people in the North East  

Unity in diversity is a common characteristic in culture of Tay people 

living in the North East, including “Then” performance art. To carry out this 

content, we will base on the performance art in great “Then” ritual (Promotion 

ritual) and apply the cultural space approach to analyze  and compare 

constituents of “Then” performance art of Tay people in Bac Son and “Then” 

performance art of Tay people in Quang Yen District (Cao Bang), Cho Moi 

District (Bac Kan), Van Quan District ( Lang Son), Then Nung in Lang Son 

City, including purpose, participants, time and organizational structure, space 

and decoration, ritual schedule.  

3.1.2. Bringing a cultural mark of Kinh people  

Thanks to original of tribe, “Then” of Tay people living in Bac Son 

brings a stronger cultural mark of Kinh people in comparison to “Then” in 

other regions. This has been expressed through the similarity in decoration 

and arrangement of sanctuary for Tam phu and Tu phu of Kinh people; 

simpler plastic art and space decoration in comparison to which of Bac Kan 
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or Cao Bang; more words in Kinh language are used in songs and 

conversations.  

Using theoretical approach on performance art, we are going to study 

this issue via some aspects as follows: purposes of the ritual; participants; 

time and organizational structure; ritual space; sacrifices and arranging art; 

clothes and characteristics of clothes; performance art in two rituals.  

3.1.3. The uniqueness of showing performance art of Then ritual 

Collective Shamanic dancing art is a clever combination of the 

elements of performance art; and the phenomenon of the divinities descend 

(giang dong) in the ritual is so abundant and alluring which attracts viewers 

by an increase in the sacred elements. 

Master Then plays an important role in performance art when taking 

the basis of Then ritual into consideration. During the ritual, Master Then 

not only has an active role in contacting the divine but also actively 

performs most of the scenes of the ritual such as guiding troops back to a 

place of worship; treating troops before departure; commanding troops to 

taking offerings to the divine door; inviting generals to wash the face, chew 

betel, present offerings and burn votive paper; treating troops and recalling 

troops to the heaven at the end of the ritual. Performance art of Then ritual 

is associated with impromptu and creative talent of Master Thens and 

abundant melodies (literature, dance as well as performance) that will be a 

new creative launch pad imbued with identity of Tay people. 

3.2. The values of performance art of Then ritual in Bac Son 

Within the scope of this topic, we will find out the values of Then 

ritual performing art, which is a basis for effectively preserving Then values 

in Tay people’s cultural life, presenting in aspects of perception; creativity 

and enjoyment; transmission; popularization. 

3.2.1. Reflecting spiritual world of Tay people 

As presented in Chapter 2, performance art of Then ritual is formed by 

the elements of human, space, time, plastic art, singing and dancing, 

performance, etc, along with a complete ritual structure which makes Then 
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ritual unique, the divine world is envisioned as the upside down of the 

worldly life, and Master Then as intermediary by his talent has guided the 

participants to go on a long trip into the imaginary world. 

Performance art of Then ritual is one of few syncretic arts that still 

exist in Tay people’s life, thereby the spiritual world of Tay people is 

presented and reconstituted in contemporary social life in a lively and 

unique way. Thus, preservation and promotion of performance art of Then 

ritual is necessary which contributes to preserving cultural identity and 

memory of Tay people. 

3.2.2. Emotional connection between the performer and the 

participant 

In aspect of performance art, it is obvious that performance of Then 

ritual has two cases: the first case is that Master Then follows the available 

scripts to show viewers path that he has experienced and work that he has 

done according to each clear scene; the second case is that Master Then 

"incarnates" to act according to ability and knowledge at a high level. 

Master’s level of incarnation depends on artistic emotion and qualification 

and experience of master Then. 

In addition to the expressive value of the spiritual world which brings 

beliefs to the participants, performance art of Then ritual meets the demand 

for the participants’ enjoyment of art. Here, enjoyment is understood in two 

ways, consisting enjoyment of art and participation in performance art. It is 

known that the performer of Then has a double function that is a master and 

a performer. Accordingly, Then ritual also comprises ceremonial value and 

artistic value. 

3.2.3. Transmission and promotion of ethnic cultures through 

generations 

The value of transmission is implemented in “maturity ritual” or 

“promotion ritual” which means that the master guides the disciples to get 
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into a profession by methods of transmission and promotion via getting 

promoted by the profession and the disciples. 

Thus, art performance of Then ritual in general and Tay people’s Then 

ritual in Bac Son in particular have the characteristics of transmission and 

promotion in the relationship of profession. It is a method of transmitting 

folk performance art self-consciously and effectively, which contributes to 

preservation through generations of Tay people. 

Sub-summary 

On the basis of surveying Then great ritual and the elements of art 

performance of Then ritual are clarified in Chapter 2, the content of Chapter 

3 analyzes Then ritual in Bac Son district and Then rituals in some other 

areas in order to make the characteristic of art performance of Then ritual in 

Bac Son district outstanding. Accordingly, the thesis has pointed out some 

similarities and differences: Then ritual of Tay people in Bac Son district is 

an unification through reflection of common and individual features of The 

ritual of Tay and Nung people in the Northeastern area, imbued with 

cultural imprint of Kinh people, showing the unique characteristics as well 

as the subject’s creative impromptu and acting ability alone. 

 Art is creative, Then ritual only achieves a level in performance art 

when there is creativity of master Then and the participants. It is the 

prominent feature and the key point when creativity is combined with 

sublimated emotions in Then ritual space; asserting that the elements will 

constitute an extremely magical spiritual stage which there is an abundance 

and generality of the artistic elements. 
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Chapter 4 

CHANGES, EXPLOITATION AND PROMOTION OF THEN 

RITUAL VALUES IN CONTEMPORARY LIFE 

 

4.1. Changes and changes causes of performance art of Then ritual  

Research timeline is before and after 2010, economic and cultural 

development in Bac Son district is remarkable at this time, time of research and 

survey of Then specific rituals and retrospective interview to find out changes 

in Then ritual: With retrospective opinions from around 2000 up to now. 

4.1.1. Changes 

In terms of people’s enjoyment and master Then’s performance ability. 

In terms of ritual and time structures, performance space: space of a 

place of worship according to a model of the Four Palaces; or appearance in 

space at street festival, etc. 

In terms of the participants in performance: changes in method of 

performance of master Then and the participants by age. 

4.1.2. Change causes 

4.1.2.1. Subjective reasons 

The national grid has been present in most villages of Lang Son, which 

helps the majority of people in Bac Son get access to a variety of cultural 

and artistic differences on national television, radio channels, 

communication network, etc. 

Over a long time, there were wrong perceptions of the value of 

performance art of Then ritual such as equating Then with unsound customs, 

superstition, etc; therefore, transmission of Then is limited and the decreasing 

number of masters Then understands the value of the ancient Then. 

4.1.2.2. Objective reasons 

Socio-economic conditions: In recent years, education system has been 

expanded and health has been taken care of, so people are less dependent on 

master Then's cure by making ceremonial offerings. 
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The Impact of cultural exchange: The impact of cultural exchange on 

changes in Tay people’s Then ritual means that the influence of many 

cultural elements of ethnic minority groups in the same area which makes 

Then ritual transform and adjust to suit the community’s tastes as well as 

enjoyment. 

4.2. Exploitation and promotion of performance art of Then ritual in 

contemporary life 

4.2.1. Situation of preservation and promotion 

During the last years, Lang Son province has performed much work 

related to preservation and promotion of the artistic value of Then ritual, 

specifically as follows: 

Firstly, in terms of cultural management, propaganda, popularization 

of Then heritage in the area. 

Secondly, combining with many activities to introduce and popularize 

the values of Then ritual on the media of Lang Son province. 

The current trend of preserving performance art of Then ritual in Lang 

Son province in general only developed broadwise, however, teaching 

ancient Then to the next generation, restoring Then ancient songs hardly 

have positive results. The performer of Then ritual must have a karma or 

"fate", but not everyone who wants to learn can become master Then. 

Despite family succession, if someone wants to become a master, he or she 

must also knowtow to a master and undergoes “maturity ritual”, then he or 

she can practice it. From actual research, I suppose that preservation of the 

artistic values of Then ritual should be implemented according to some 

following directions: 

In the first place, to give cultural subjects (Ong Then, Ba Then) rights 

to preserve and create the values  of Then cultural heritage transmitted. 

In the second place, when people’s demand for these values remains, 

Then ritual still exists and develops unobtrusively. 
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In the third place, to preserve and promote performance art of Then 

ritual, collection of Then ancient melodies should be carried out urgently, 

with support of masters Then; particularly, using forms of writing and 

recording, making videos to preserve Then ancient melodies and techniques 

in the most sufficient way, for example. 

In the fourth place, in addition to paying attention to masters of Then 

ritual, the local government should exploit performance art of Then ritual to 

serve people cultural and artistic life. 

In the fifth place, in the long run, the state should have policies and 

mechanisms with regard to spiritual and material support of masters. 

4.2.2. Exploitation to promote and popularize on the stage 

Forms of adaptation, exploitation of music and dance in Then ritual: 

correcting, editing or re-singing almost original song; composing songs 

based on Then melodies and folk songs of  Tay and Nung people; Then 

performance is also arranged in accordance with forms of performance on 

the stage. 

However, it is worth discussing on how to correct, edit and improve 

Then performance. Correcting, editing and arranging items on Then 

performance must ensure inheritance, development but it still retains the 

originality of Then ritual and ensures folk material of this form of 

performance. 

Correcting and editing rhythm and arrangement of extracts of Then 

songs to perform on the stage: it is common that Then songs corrected and 

edited in accordance with this direction including extracts of Then original 

songs in terms of lyrics and melodies. 

The core of correcting and editing melodies of Then songs is to 

enhance structures of Then extracts. Performing Then ritual is crucial 

because the highest musical value of Then singing are sufficiently 
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expressed only in this form. It is sufficiently expressed through lyrics and 

emphasis on lyrics. 

The issue of exploiting dance from Then ancient ritual to arrangement 

on the stage are also taken interests in dancing, singing, instruments, 

costumes, lighting, space design, offerings, etc, with high aesthetics but 

procedures and ritual space must be respected to promote interaction 

between artists and audiences with regard to Then items. 

In September 2015, the author, along with a research team advised 

Thai Nguyen Department of Culture, Sports and Tourism on art, 

choreography and arrangement of a Then specific ritual performance 

program in Bac Son district that is "The fifth National Festival of traditional 

'Then' singing and the “dan tinh” (gourd lute) of the Tay, 

Nung and Thai ethnic minority groups in 2015. The program was 

appreciated by art appraisal board, won the A prize and made a deep 

impression on audiences. 

4.2.3. Some activities aim at exploiting, preserving and promoting 

the values 

Lang Son, one of few provinces, has a large number of masters Then, 

and pays much attention to preservation and promotion of Then cultural 

heritage. In this part, we focus on introduction of Lang Son as a noticeable 

place in terms of exploiting, preserving and promoting performance art of 

Then ritual. 

During the past time, Lang Son province has opened classes to teach 

Then singing and gourd lute to people at grassroots level.  

In 2015, the research and collection team of the Department of Culture 

and Tourism of Viet Bac Art and culture College collected, researched and 

developed into a ministerial-level topic on bringing performance art of 

Then ritual into teaching activities. We successfully defended syllabus of 

Then singing before the Scientific Research Appraisal Board of the 
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Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism. The research team has printed 

books that are circulated officially to teach at colleges. 

Promoting tourism through traditional forms of performance arts is 

one of the practical solutions applied by many countries in the region. 

 

Sub-summary 

In chapter 4, the thesis found out changes in performance art of Then 

ritual and change causes were also analyzed clearly. Process of wide and 

deep cultural exchange and integration also has effects on views of the 

world and people, etc. 

Discussion on preservation and promotion of performance art of Then 

ritual in contemporary life on the basis of survey to clarify real situation of 

Then ritual and preservation of performance art of Then ritual. Discussing 

some measures and preservation and promotion of Then singing is not a 

task of cultural sector but it is the common task of the whole society, 

especially children of Viet Bac hometown and children of Tay and Nung 

people. 

CONCLUSION 

1. Cultural heritage is the core of cultural identities of ethnic 

minorities, which is a basis for creativity of new values and cultural 

exchange. It is important to preserve, inherit and promote traditional 

cultural values, including tangible and intangible culture. Then is a typical 

intangible cultural heritage of Tay people. 

2. Tay people’s performance art of Then ritual in Bac Son in the 

cultural space of Then Lang Son area and Then Viet Bac area has a close 

relationship with that of Nung people; it is also imbued with acculturational 

exchange with other ethnic minority groups in process of plesiobiosis and 

cultural contact, which Kinh people are typical during historical process. 
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3. The research on performance of Then ritual in the past was mainly 

focused on clarifying the characteristics and participation of the artistic 

elements, thereby clarifying the role of performance art of Then ritual in 

community life but lack of comprehensive research. Whereas, in order to 

understand performance art of Then ritual, all elements of performance art 

of Then ritual must be considered overall along with interrelationship, 

interaction and mutual support. The thesis raises an issue that is research of 

performance of Then ritual considered to be a continuation with the 

previous research works, contributing to clarifying the cultural and artistic 

values of this form. 

4. Through finding out and researching on the elements of 

performance art of Then ritual, it can be seen that Then cultural heritage is 

generality of the elements expressed in combination with various forms of 

arts such as literature - music - dance - performance - visual, etc. These 

elements are combined smoothly, creating a true picture of performance art 

of Then ritual. 

5. With the major approach to the theory of cultural space and 

performance art, through a survey of Tay people’s promotion great ritual in 

Bac Son district, Lang Son, the thesis has clarified the characteristics: Tay 

people’s performance art of Then ritual in Bac Son district reflects common 

and individual features in the system of Then ritual of  Tay and Nung 

people in the Northeastern area; imbued with cultural imprint of Kinh 

people; uniqueness of showing performance art of Then ritual. 

6. In aspect of cultural studies, the thesis clarifies syncretism among 

the elements of Then ritual through explanation of meanings of the ritual; 

pointing out similarities and differences in the same Then rituals but in 

different ethnic minority groups (Tay and Nung people); recognizing 

similarities between Then of Tay people in Bac Son district and belief in 
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mother worship of Kinh people. These are new points of the thesis and are 

suggestive of my research later on. 

7. Art is creative, Then ritual only achieves a level in performance art 

when there is creativity of master Then and participants. The thesis has 

provided analysis and discussion in each chapter, initially asserting that 

performance art of Then ritual is syncretic and the highest level when Then 

ritual is created and emotions are sublimated on the spiritual stage. 

8. Performance art of Then ritual in Bac Son have been considered and 

discussed in specific aspects: reflecting the spiritual world; emotional 

connection between the performers and the participants; transmission and 

popularization of culture through generations. Thereby, the thesis also 

pointed out the value of creativity in master Then’s performance and 

interaction with the participants is considered precious, which is necessary 

to preserve and promote in the present context, when the process of wide 

and deep cultural exchange and integration is vital to establish specific 

localized and national identity, etc. 

9. Finding out the values of Tay people’s performance art of Then 

ritual has helped us understand cultural life of Tay people better. The 

artistic elements in Then ritual represent part of Tay people’s views of the 

world, human life, behavior, equality and community relationship. It is 

important that these values are preserved quite intactly in the Then ritual in 

spite of ups and downs of history. 

10. Like many other forms of traditional arts and culture, Tay people’s 

performance art of Then ritual have also been changed in aspects as 

people’s enjoyment, master Then’s practice capability , ritual structure, 

time and space of performance. It consists of subjective reasons such as the 

changes in people’s awareness and concern under the influence of 

development process of the country, wide and deep cultural exchange and 

integration, etc. It is therefore necessary to have effective solutions to 
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establishing some activities of exploiting, preserving and promoting the 

values of performance art of Then ritual in the direction of promoting Tay 

people Then ritual values, expanding performance space for entertainment 

purpose on the stage, but it still respects and conforms to practice 

framework of the ritual. It is a necessity of contributing to popularizing 

performance art of Then ritual to a large number of people because 

performance art of Then ritual is a valuable cultural heritage of Tay people 

and Vietnamese culture. 

Thus, it can be seen that performance art of Then ritual in Bac Son in 

particular and cultural space of Tay people’s community in general is an 

important part of making cultural and spiritual life of Tay people. The 

research thesis show that syncretism in Tay people’s performance art of 

Then ritual is still preserved in modern society and still has certain effects 

in Tay people's lives. Preservation and promotion of these cultural and 

artistic values not only contribute to preserving the identity of Tay people’s 

community here but also play an important role in preserving traditional 

national culture, stabilizing society and contributing to the diversified 

development of one of these forms of special folklore. 
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